M ap No 6

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

1.

With care, turn Left at road junction and then after
400m at Tantara Lodge turn Right.

2.

200m from junction and where spinney ends turn
Right over bridge and into an enclosed path.

3.

Fwd along path, over footbridge, and thro’ kissing
gate.

4.

Continue forward with hedge on right and thro’
another kissing gate.

5.

In the next field with hedge on right continue for
approx 100m to a W aymark Post.

6.

10.

Turn Rig ht with hedge on right up thro’ field to cross a
stile into a fenced walkway with large garden on left.
Then follow round keeping a disused quarry on
right (Take care).

11. Exit private property (right of way exists) down drive
to road.
12. With care, turn Left down road for approx. 250m and
go through gate on Right.
13.

Turn Rig ht up path, hedge on right to climb stile, turn
Left and descend with conifer hedge left to climb stile
into field.

Turn left at post and aim for “out of sight” top right
hand field corner. Thro’ kissing gate in corner.

14.

Cross field aiming for church, enter churchyard thro’
gate and exit at front gate.

7.

Continue with fence and gate on left for 15m, Left
thro’ kissing gate and proceed along field with hedge
on left to go thro’ kissing gate just off field corner.

15. Continue forward up road to reach main road and in a
short distance turn Left down Lower End.

8.

W ith pool on left, half right across field, aiming to left
of house. Cross a farm track (with gates) then to
kissing gate in corner next to garden and exit onto
road.

9.

Cross road with care and go thro’ kissing gate, then
thro’ kissing gate in hedge on right. Turn Left up field
approx’ 70m and then thro’ kissing gate on left.

16.

Continue down Lower End past The Malt Shovel pub
on your right to the Village Hall Checkpoint 2

Total distance now covered: 14.3 miles

